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Abstract. This paper proposes Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithm to discover classification rules. The potential IF-THEN rules are
encoded into real-valued particles that contain all types of attributes in
data sets. Rule discovery task is formulized into an optimization problem
with the objective to get the high accuracy, generalization performance,
and comprehensibility, and then PSO algorithm is employed to resolve
it. The advantage of the proposed approach is that it can be applied
on both categorical data and continuous data. The experiments are conducted on two benchmark data sets: Zoo data set, in which all attributes
are categorical, and Wine data set, in which all attributes except for the
classification attribute are continuous. The results show that there is on
average the small number of conditions per rule and a few rules per rule
set, and also show that the rules have good performance of predictive
accuracy and generalization ability.

1

Introduction

There has been a great interest in the area of data mining, in which the general
goal is to discover knowledge that is not only correct, but also comprehensible
and interesting for the user [1]. Hence, the user can understand the results produced by the system and combine them with their own knowledge to make a
well-informed decision, rather than blindly trusting on results produced by system. Classiﬁcation is an important topic in data mining research. The knowledge
in classiﬁcation is often expressed as a set of rules. IF-THEN rules are high-level
symbolic knowledge representations and have the advantage of being intuitively
comprehensible for users. Evolutionary approaches like genetic algorithms (GA)
and genetic programming (GP) have been applied to discover classiﬁcation rules.
Examples of GA for rule discovery can be found in [2-3], and examples of GP for
rule discovery can be found in [4-6]. Recently, Particle Swarm Optimizer (PSO)
has attracted researchers in optimization ﬁeld. But using Swarm Intelligence in
data mining is a fairly new research area and needs much more work to do. So
using PSO for rule discovery is a quite new and challenging research area. Tiago
Sousa et al. in [7-8] proposed a binary-encoding way to discover classiﬁcation
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rules with PSO for categorical data. However, our PSO algorithm of rule discovery adopts a real-encoding way, which can be applied to both categorical and
continuous attributes, as demonstrated in the experiment on Zoo (categorical
attributes) and Wine (continuous attributes) data sets.

2

Rule Discovery with PSO

Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), a new population-based evolutionary computation technique inspired by social behavior simulation, was ﬁrst introduced
in 1995 by Eberhart and Kennedy [9]. PSO is an eﬃcient and eﬀective global
optimization algorithm, which has been widely applied to nonlinear function optimization, neural network training, and pattern recognition. In PSO, a swarm
consists of N particles moving around in a D-dimensional search space.The
(t)
position of the i-th particle at the t-th iteration is represented by Xi =
(xi1 , xi2 , . . . , xiD ) that are used to evaluate the quality of the particle. During
the search process the particle successively adjusts its position toward the global
optimum according to the two factors: the best position encountered by itself
(pbest) denoted as Pi = (pi1 , pi2 , . . . , piD ) and the best position encountered by
the whole swarm (gbest) denoted as Pg = (pg1 , pg2 , . . . , pgD ). Its velocity at the
(t)
t-th iteration is represented by Vi = (vi1 , vi2 , . . . , viD ). The position at next
iteration is calculated according to the following equations:
(t)

Vi

(t−1)

= λ(ω ∗ Vi

(t−1)

+ c1 ∗ rand() ∗ (Pi − Xi
(t)

Xi

(t−1)

= Xi

(t−1)

) + c2 ∗ rand() ∗ (Pg − Xi
(t)

+ Vi

)) (1)
(2)

where c1 and c2 are two positive constants, called cognitive learning rate and
social learning rate respectively; rand() is a random function in the range [0, 1] ;
w is inertiaf actor; and λ is constrictionf actor. In addition, the velocities of the
particles are conﬁned within [V min, V max]D . If an element of velocities exceeds
the threshold V min or V max, it is set equal to the corresponding threshold.
In this paper, our PSO algorithm for rule discovery follows Michigan approach where an individual encodes a single prediction rule. Each run only one
rule can be discovered. In order to get a set of rules, the algorithm must be run
several times. All possible values of classiﬁcation attributes are assigned one by
one to PSO algorithm. Each run of PSO algorithm has a ﬁxed value of classiﬁcation attribute. So to get a rule set, the algorithm must be run at least K times
if we want to predict K diﬀerent classes.
2.1

Rule Presentation

The particle is concatenation of real-valued elements in the range [0, 1], which is
divided into three parts as shown in Figure 1. If there are m decision attributes,
each part has m elements respectively. So the size of a particle is 3m. In order to
form a rule according to a particle, three parts are translated into the original
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Fig. 1. Structure of a particle

information: (1) presence of attributes, (2) operators between attributes and
their values, and (3) original values of attributes based on their types in the
data set. If the i-th elements in Attribute-existence-array is greater than 0,
then the i-th attribute is present in rule antecedent, else the i-th attribute is
absent. Attributes in data mining tasks are often of several types: categorical
or continuous types. So PSO algorithm for rule discovery must provide a way
to encode these two types of attributes. For Operator-array, ﬁrst the types
of attributes must be considered. When the attribute is continuous, if the i-th
elements in Operator-array is great than 0, then the operator is ‘≥’ else it is
‘<’; when the attribute is categorical (integer or nominal), if the i-th element is
greater than 0, then the operator is ‘=’ else it is ‘! =’. While the translation of
Attribute-array is relatively complex because the diﬀerent types of the attributes
must be considered.
– For integer type, the translation is as follows:
Vorg [i] = ceil(vi ∗ (Vi max − Vi min) + Vi min)

(3)

– For real type, the translation is as follows:
Vorg [i] = vi ∗ (Vi max − Vi min) + Vi min

(4)

– For nominal type, the translation is as follows:
Vorg [i] = V alArri (ceil(vi ∗ Counti ))

(5)

Where Vorg [i] means the value translated from the particle for the i-th attribute,
vi is the i-th value in the particle which is a real value. In Equations (3) and
(4), the type of the i-th attribute is of integer or real, here Vi max means the
maximum of the i-th attribute, and Vi min the minimum. In Equation (5), the
type of the i-th attribute is nominal, here V alArri means the array that stored
every diﬀerent nominal values of the i-th attribute and Counti means the total
number of diﬀerent values of the i-th attribute. ceil() is a function that returns
the value round towards plus inﬁnity.
2.2

Rule Evaluation (Fitness Function Design)

Let a rule be of such form: IF A THEN C
Where A is a rule antecedent, which is a conjunction of conditions, and C
is a rule consequent which is the prediction class. The accuracy of classiﬁcation
rule is deﬁned in Equation (6) to measure the degree of conﬁdence for rules. The
coverage of a rule is deﬁned in Equation (7) to interpret the proportion of the
examples that satisfy the rule in all examples that are of C class.
Accuracy = T P/(T P + F P )

(6)
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Coverage = T P/(T P + F N )
TP
FP
FN
TN

= Number
= Number
= Number
= Number

of
of
of
of

examples
examples
examples
examples

(7)

satisfying A and C
satisfying A but not C.
not satisfying A but satisfying C.
not satisfying A nor C.

The comprehensibility of a rule set is often presented by less number of conditions in the rule antecedent and less rules in the rule set. In the process of rule
discovery, we use Equation (8) to assure the shortness of a rule at the same time.
Succinctness = 1 − (countAnt − 1)/attributeCount

(8)

Where countAnt means the number of the conditions in the rule antecedent,
attributeCount means the number of decision attributes in the data set. To
present the three criterions, as a result, we deﬁne our ﬁtness function as follows:
F itness = w1 ∗(Accuracy∗Coverage)+w2 ∗Succinctness+w3 ∗Interesting (9)
Where w1 , w2 , and w3 are constants used to balance the weights of the three
criterions in the rule discovery process. Since Interesting is highly dependent
on users, in this paper we did not consider this criterion. In our experiment,
w1 ,w2 ,and w3 were set to 0.8, 0.2, and 0, respectively.

3
3.1

Experiments
Data Sets and Experiments Setup

The data sets, Zoo and Wine, were obtained from UCI repository of Machine
Learning databases [10]. The Zoo data set with 18 categorical attributes was
divided into 7 classes. The Wine data set with 13 continuous attributes was
divided into 3 classes. To evaluate both the accuracy and generalization of the
discovered rules, two diﬀerent kinds of experiments were conducted on each data
set. In the ﬁrst kind of experiment, the data set was divided into two parts: 2/3
as training set and 1/3 as test set. The division was randomly generated. The
experiment was run 5 times, each time on a diﬀerent division. Then the average
results were generated based on the 5 independent runs. The purpose of the ﬁrst
kind of experiment was to evaluate the generalization ability, measured as the
classiﬁcation accuracy on test set. In the second kind of experiment, the full data
set was used to discover the ﬁnal rules reported to users. The purpose of this
experiment was to evaluate the classiﬁcation accuracy and comprehensibility by
the number of rules in the data set, and the average number of rule conditions
per rule. Here, Linearly Decreasing Weight PSO (LDW-PSO) [11] was employed,
where a weight w decreased linearly between 0.9 and 0.4; λ = 1; V min =
Xmin = 0; V max = Xmax = 1. The learning rates were c1 = c2 = 2.
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Results and Discussion

The results in the ﬁrst kind of experiment were as follows. The accuracy values
averaged over 5 runs on training set for 7 classes were 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0.9131,
while corresponding accuracy values on test set were 0.9548, 1, 0.6000, 0.9667,
0.7000, 0.7150, 0.8767. For Wine, the accuracy values on training set for 3 classes
were 0.9705, 0.9448, 0.9707, while corresponding accuracy values on test set were
0.9378, 0.6559, 1. From the results, it seems that the algorithm has good performance of predictive accuracy and generalization ability not only on categorical
attributes of Zoo data set but also continuous attributes of Wine data set. In
the second kind of experiment, the ﬁnal rules discovered from full Zoo and Wine
data sets were listed in Tables 1 and 2 respectively. The best rules for each class,
the number of examples covered by rule antecedent | A |, and the number of
correctly predicted examples | A&C | were showed in the tables. The results indicate that not only the predictive accuracy is pretty good, but also the number
of rule conditions is relatively short and there are a small number of rules in the
rule set, so the rules are competitively comprehensible.
Table 1. The results of learning from the full Zoo data set (rules with less coverage
are removed from the table)
Class
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Rule
if milk = 1 then type = 1
if f eathers = 1 toothed = 0 then type = 2
if hair = 0 f eathers = 0 aquatic = 0
backbone = 1 legs! = 8 then type = 3
if milk = 0 f ins = 1 then type = 4
if milk = 0 aquatic = 1 breathes = 1
legs !=2 catsize =0 then type = 5
if aquatic = 0 legs = 6 then type = 6
if airborne = 0 backbone = 0 then type = 7

| A&C |
41
20
4

|A|
41
20
4

13
4

13
4

8
10

8
12

Table 2. The results of learning from the full Wine data set (rules with less coverage
are removed from the table)
Class
1
2
2
3

4

Rule
If A7 ≥ 2.29 A13 ≥ 723 then Class = 1
If A1 < 12.81 A12 ≥ 1.81 then Class = 2
If A2 < 2.35 A11 ≥ 0.81 A13 < 758
then Class = 2
If A7 < 1.51 A10 ≥ 3.97 then Class = 3

| A&C |
57
60
8

|A|
58
62
8

46

47

Conclusions

We proposed a real-encoding way for rule discovery using PSO algorithm. The
experiments show that this encoding way is eﬀective and eﬃcient. The rules discovered in the two datasets are generally with high accuracy, generalization and
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comprehensibility. Furthermore, the real-encoding way is competitive in discovering rules not only from categorical data, but also from continuous data. The
results on the Wine data set show that our approach has good performance for
rule discovery on continuous data.
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